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Mechanical force is an essential feature for many physical and biological processes.1-12 Remote 

measurement of mechanical signals with high sensitivity and spatial resolution is needed for diverse 

applications, including robotics,13 biophysics,14-20 energy storage,21-24 and medicine.25-27 Nanoscale 

luminescent force sensors excel at measuring piconewton forces,28-32 while larger sensors have proven 

powerful in probing micronewton forces.33,34 However, large gaps remain in the force magnitudes that 

can be probed remotely from subsurface or interfacial sites, and no individual, non-invasive sensor is 

capable of measuring over the large dynamic range needed to understand many systems.35,36  Here, we 

demonstrate Tm3+-doped avalanching nanoparticle37 force sensors that can be addressed remotely by 

deeply penetrating near-infrared (NIR) light and can detect piconewton to micronewton forces with a 

dynamic range spanning more than four orders of magnitude. Using atomic force microscopy coupled 

with single-nanoparticle optical spectroscopy, we characterize the mechanical sensitivity of the photon 

avalanching process and reveal its exceptional force responsiveness. By manipulating the Tm3+ 

concentrations and energy transfer within the nanosensors, we demonstrate different optical force-

sensing modalities, including mechanobrightening and mechanochromism. The adaptability of these 

nanoscale optical force sensors, along with their multiscale sensing capability, enable operation in the 

dynamic and versatile environments present in real-world, complex structures spanning biological 

organisms to nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS). 

Engineered and biological systems, such as integrated NEMS, developing embryos, energy storage 

units, and migrating cells, experience multiple scales of force as a consequence of their inherently 

complex, multicomponent designs that span disparate length scales.6,15,21,38-44 The ability to study force-
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dependent processes in such systems is essential for understanding their central mechanisms.20,45,46 

Remotely addressable probes are needed for in situ detection of changes or malfunction in these 

processes,23,24,27,42 particularly below surfaces or at nanoscale interfaces. At such interfaces, 

environmental constraints or sample fragility render direct force measurements and electrical data 

transmission impractical or impossible.  

Optical methods excel at minimally invasive mechanical sensing.16,35,46 Optical imaging force 

inference methods can deduce force-induced displacements with exquisite sensitivity, yet spatial 

resolution is limited by diffraction, and combination with other methods is required for retrieval of 

absolute force.16 Alternatively, single luminescent nanoprobes act as reporters of their local nanoscale 

environments. But the dynamic ranges of forces they can sense are limited (Fig. 1a),35,36 with no individual 

probe capable of accessing the multiple scales of force existing in many complex systems. Additionally, 

while luminescent force sensors have proven useful in understanding the molecular forces within cells, 

such sensors can exhibit limited photostability – restricting continuous force monitoring, or require visible 

wavelengths – thus inhibiting subsurface measurements.35  

To develop a remote force sensing system that overcomes current limitations, we took advantage 

of unexpected observations that avalanching nanoparticles (ANPs) undergo significant changes in 

emission when tapped with AFM tips.  ANPs37,47-51 are a class of steeply nonlinear upconverting 

nanoparticles (UCNPs), which are lanthanide-based nanocrystal phosphors that convert multiple 

sequentially absorbed NIR photons into higher-energy emitted photons, and show no overlap with sample 

autofluorescence, no on-off blinking, and no measurable photobleaching, even under prolonged lasing or 

single-particle excitation.52-57 Because of their steeply nonlinear relation s between pump power and 

emission intensity, ANPs are able to amplify minute changes in signal input to giant changes in output (i.e., 

Iout = Iin
s; where I is intensity and nonlinear order s > 15).37,47-51 Recent studies have shown that both the 

photon avalanche threshold and the degree of nonlinearity s can be modified by manipulating lanthanide 

concentration.37,47,48 

To determine the mechano-optical response of Tm3+-doped NaYF4 ANPs, we studied them as 

single ANPs under ambient conditions, using atomic force microscope (AFM) tips for force application, in 

combination with an inverted optical microscope for NIR excitation and emission measurements. To 

minimize quenching or energy transfer (ET) between ANP and tip or other surrounding components,58,59 

we synthesized all ANPs in this study with thick (>5 nm) undoped NaYF4 shells (Supplementary Note 1, 

Table S1, and Fig. S2). 
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Fig. 1: Photon avalanche-based nanoscale force sensors. a. Comparison of force dynamic range and sensor size with previously 

reported luminescent force sensors. QD, semiconductor quantum dot; FRET, F�̈�𝑜rster resonance ET; UCNP, upconverting NP; RBC, 

red blood cell; ECM, extracellular matrix (sensors and force magnitude examples from ref.2,28-36,38,60-67). b. Interionic distance (d) 

decrease and consequent energy transfer (ET) and vibrational mode energy increase within a Tm³⁺-doped NaYF4 nanoparticle 

(NP) under applied force leads to three optical readout modalities (depicted in c, d, and e), depending on the intrinsic Tm³⁺-

doping concentration. c. Moderately doped (4.5% - 8% Tm³⁺) ANPs exhibit steeply nonlinear emission versus excitation curves 

that shift with applied force, enabling observation of large emission signal change with minute applied force. d. Lower doped (4% 

Tm³⁺) pre-ANPs transform from their energy-looping state to an avalanching state, prompting substantial emission enhancement 

with applied force. e. Highly doped (15% Tm³⁺) piezochromic ANPs emit light from two Tm³⁺ energy levels with intensities that 

vary differently under applied force, enabling ratiometric optical readout of applied force.   

ANP extreme nonlinearity offers access to a wide dynamic range of forces spanning 4 orders of 

magnitude 

The lowest laser intensity at which photon avalanche is observed depends on ANP Tm3+ 

concentration, shifting to higher threshold intensities as doping content increases.37,47,48 We hypothesized 

that the same trend will be observed when applying force upon an ANP, as compressive force should 

decrease the interionic distances within the ANP, and hence effectively increase its concentration 

(Supplementary Note 2). In addition, a decrease in interionic distances should increase the energy of the 

ANP vibrational modes and hence the nonradiative rates,68-70 further shifting the avalanche onset to 

higher excitation intensities37 with application of force (as in Fig. 1c). To test this hypothesis, we measured 

the emission versus excitation for a single ANP, with and without applied force (Fig. 2a). We find that the 

excitation-emission curve measured at an applied force as low as 200 nN is dramatically shifted from the 

one measured without applying force; the same emission intensity measured at ambient force is acquired 

at an excitation intensity 62% larger when 200 nN are applied upon the ANP.  

The drastic shift of the ANP excitation-emission curve with force implies that a large change in 

ANP emission will be observed per unit force for a given pump power, offering high mechano-optical 

sensitivity. To quantify the response, we measured the force-dependent optical emission for a series of 

forces, at a constant pump power. We repeated this measurement for different pump powers, in the 

avalanching regime (where the degree of nonlinearity s > 10) and in the saturation regime (where s ~ 2) 

of the single ANPs (Fig. 2b and Fig. S3-S4). We find that the mechano-optical response of an ANP is 

exceptionally large for all pump powers, enabling the detection of 620 pN forces in the avalanching regime 
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and single-digit nN forces in the saturation regime (Fig. 2c-d, Supplementary Note 3, and Supplementary 

Methods).  

To determine the dynamic range of forces measurable with an ANP, we applied 0 to 2.5 µN forces 

upon each ANP, and optically measured the lowest and highest detectable forces. The lowest detectable 

force, namely the noise-defined resolution, is shot-noise-limited and is fundamentally dependent on the 

intrinsic noise-equivalent sensitivity (NES)60,71 of the ANP, and affected by integration time and setup 

details (Supplementary Note 3). We detect 620 pN within 3 s, and the calculated intrinsic NES of an ANP 

may reach 219 pN/√Hz within the avalanching regime of the ANP (Fig. 2c, Supplementary Note 3, and Fig. 

S6). The highest detectable force, namely the force range, is dark-noise-limited and is fundamentally 

dependent on the intrinsic quantum yield of the ANP and the nanocrystal elastic limit. We detect 1.7 µN 

of force within the saturation regime of these ANP compositions. We observe no optical degradation 

resulting from plastic deformation or photobleaching, for up to 25 compression cycles measured within 

this 2.5 µN force range and these measurement times and pump powers (Supplementary Note 4 and Fig. 

S5). We find that the highly nonlinear mechano-optical response, which is maximized at the avalanching 

regime, enables the detection of hundreds of pN to hundreds of nN forces at lower pump powers. 

Meanwhile, the ANP high emission, which is maximized at the saturation regime, allows the detection of 

single-digit nN to single-digit µN at higher pump intensities (Fig. 2c-d). The same large dynamic range 

spanning three orders of magnitude of force is maintained throughout all pump intensities for all single 

ANPs measured (Fig. 2c).  
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Fig. 2: Mechano-optical characterization of single ANPs. a. Emission (at 800 nm) versus excitation (at 1064 nm) intensities 

measured for a single ANP with and without applied force. The dashed lines are photon avalanche differential rate equation 

model37 fits (Table S2). The larger (smaller) change in signal per unit force, represented by the left (right) arrow, occurs in the 

avalanching (saturation) regime of the ANP. b. Emission intensity as a function of applied force for a single ANP excited in its 

avalanching regime and saturation regime. c. Highest detectable force (range) and lowest detectable force (resolution) for 23 

single-ANP compression cycles for seven ANPs at different excitation intensities. Standard errors are derived from the 95% 

confidence bounds on the linear fits to the emission intensity versus applied force graphs (as in b), each containing 10-200 data 

points. The two compression cycles from the single ANP in b are enlarged and color-coded as in b herein.  d. Emission spectra 

(left) and their peak magnifications (right) measured at the start and end of a force-emission compression cycle, for an ANP 

excited in its saturation regime. Left: 30 force-dependent spectra sequentially measured in between the start (teal) and end 

(magenta) of the compression cycle are depicted in grey. Right: The noise-defined resolution (P – photon counts, F – force), along 

with fits to sums of Gaussians centered at the corresponding Tm3+ transitions within the wavelength range, are depicted.  

Integration time is 3 s for all measurements. Tm³⁺ concentrations are 4.5% (a) and 7% (b-d). 

Mechanobrightening through UCNP-to-ANP transformation 

 Motivated by these results, we hypothesized that photon avalanching behavior could be initiated 

by applied force, resulting in mechanobrightening nanosensors. We envisioned creating non-avalanching 

UCNPs with Tm³⁺ concentrations just below those sufficient to attain photon-avalanche at ambient 

conditions, and transforming them into avalanching UCNPs through the utilization of force. 

It was previously found that ANPs with 8% Tm³⁺ show a signature photon avalanching response.37 

But for lower concentrations of 1% to 4%, a threshold intensity was less apparent, and the nonlinearities 

observed in the emission versus excitation curves were much smaller.37 We posited that if the effective 

Tm3+ concentration of a ‘pre-avalanching nanoparticle’ – or ‘pre-ANP’ for short – were increased via 

applied force, one would render the NP avalanching under pressure. Since photon-avalanche is sustained 

through efficient cross-relaxation (a form of ET) between the emitting lanthanides,37 which is also 

influenced by phonon-mediated processes, application of force should enhance this process, and hence 

transform a pre-ANP into an ANP. We therefore designed a set of particles with Tm³⁺ concentrations 

ranging from 7% down to 4%, in search of the pre-avalanching concentration. We find that when pressing 

upon particles with Tm³⁺ concentrations down to 4.5%, the emission decreases with applied force. In 

addition, 4.5% Tm³⁺ NPs exhibit steeply nonlinear emission versus excitation (Fig. 2a and Table S2), 

deeming them ANPs at ambient conditions. However, when pressing upon 4% Tm³⁺ particles, which do 

not avalanche at ambient conditions (Fig. S7), the emission intensity increases and is enhanced four-fold 

for a single force ramp of only ~400 nN (Fig. 3a).  
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To test the viability of mechanobrightening for force sensing, we repeatedly applied forces of 0 to 

2.5 µN upon single pre-ANPs, excited at various pump powers (Fig. S8-S10). We find that the 

transformation into an ANP occurs at ~400 nN, after which the now-ANP follows conventional ANP 

response to force – that of emission decrease. This yields a mechanobrightening force range of ~400 nN 

for pre-ANPs. The steep increase in emission per unit force enables the detection of forces as low as 475 

pN within 3 s (Fig. 3a, inset), yielding an intrinsic noise-equivalent sensitivity of 168 pN/√Hz for pre-ANPs 

(Supplementary Note 3). The ability to detect forces at such high sensitivities, over wide ranges, with an 

amplifying emission signal, along with the robustness and repeatability of the signal under continuous 

pumping and force application (Fig. 3b) – make pre-ANPs highly attractive for remote mechanical sensing. 

To further understand how force transforms pre-ANPs into ANPs, we characterized the emission 

versus excitation profile of a pre-ANP with and without applied force. Unlike ANP excitation-emission 

curves, which shift to the right upon application of force (Fig. 2a and Fig. 1c) – pre-ANP excitation-emission 

curves shift upwards, with increased nonlinearity, manifested in the larger excitation-emission curve slope 

(Fig. 3c and Fig. 1d). This distinct change in the excitation-emission profile, observed only for pre-ANPs 

under applied force, highlights their transition from pre-avalanching (Fig. S7) to avalanching.  
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Figure 3: Mechano-optical characterization of single pre-ANPs. a. Emission spectra as a function of applied force for a single 4% 

Tm³⁺ pre-ANP. The NP transforms from a pre-ANP at ambient force, to an ANP under 400 nN applied force. Inset: Integrated 

intensities from two sequentially measured emission spectra collected during an emission-versus-applied force scan. The noise-

defined resolution (as in Fig. 2d) is depicted. b. Emission intensity as a function of force for a single pre-ANP after undergoing 8 

compression cycles, demonstrating reproducibility. Note that the line point thicknesses are larger than the error bars for these 

measurements. c. Emission (at 800 nm) versus excitation (at 1064 nm) intensities measured for a single pre-ANP with and without 

applied force. All error bars represent the (Poisson distribution-) standard deviation of the measured signals. Each full 

compression cycle consists of 75 force-emission measurements, and lasts 4 min. Integration time is 3 s for all measurements. 
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Mechanochromic nanosensors  

With a goal of expanding utility for a broader range of applications, we next set out to design 

mechanochromic nanosensors, with a dual-wavelength ratiometric readout of force. The aim was a sensor 

for which the signal does not depend solely on the intensity of one emission wavelength, but of two 

emission wavelengths that each show a different force response. The wavelengths should be spectrally 

proximal to enable their simultaneous detection, yet far enough apart so as not to overlap, yielding force-

dependent signal that depends on the ratio of these two emissions (the ‘color’ of emission). 

Mechanochromic self-calibrated signals of this type provide a built-in control against environmental 

interference, which can easily disrupt single-wavelength intensity readout.72 

To design mechanochromic nanosensors with substantial emission from both the main photon-

avalanche level (3H4) and a nearby energy level (3F3), we increased the Tm3+ concentration within the ANPs. 

We find that for 15% Tm3+, there is sizeable emission at 700 nm (3F3 level) and 800 nm (3H4 level), (Fig. 4a 

and Fig. S11) and hereafter refer to 15% Tm3+ NPs as ‘piezochromic ANPs’. 

When subjected to force, the relative emission from the 3H4 level increases compared to that from 

the 3F3 level (Fig. 4a), and the overall emission from a piezochromic ANP decreases with force (Fig. S12) as 

with the lower-Tm3+-content ANPs (Fig. 2). The ratio between these two emission lines, therefore, reports 

on the applied force. The mechano-optical response, manifested in the percent change of the 800-nm-

emission/700-nm-emission ratio per unit force, is identical for different single NPs probed during different 

integration times (Fig. 4b and Fig. S13), and is on average 54 %/µN (Fig. 4c). For each piezochromic ANP, 

the response, ambient-force brightness, and ambient-force dual-emission ratio remain unchanged under 

continuous pumping at high excitation intensities and after repeated compression to 2.5 µN (Fig. S14-

S16). The large mechano-optical response and ambient-force brightness, together with the low ambient-

force dual-emission ratio found for piezochromic ANPs (Fig. S15-S17) enable the detection of single-digit 

nN forces within less than 1 min (Fig. 4d), and yield an intrinsic noise-equivalent sensitivity of 3.06 nN/√Hz 

(Supplementary Note 3 and Fig. S17).  
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Figure 4: Mechano-optical characterization of single piezochromic ANPs. a. Emission spectra collected from a single 15% Tm³⁺ 

piezochromic ANP with and without applied force, normalized to the 3F3 (700 nm) emission intensity. Spectra are fit to sums of 

Gaussians centered at the respective Tm3+ transitions within the spectral range. b. Percent change of the 800nm-

emission/700nm-emission ratio versus applied force, for three compression cycles originating from three different piezochromic 

ANPs. Integration times are 50 s (ANP #1), 20 s (ANP #2), and 30 s (ANP #3). c. Mechano-optical response distribution (response 

= 54 ± 7 %/µN; data mean ± S.E.M.). d. Force resolution distribution (resolution = 13 ± 2 nN; data mean ± S.E.M.). Data in c and d 

are derived from 21 compression cycles (each consisting of 10-1000 emission versus force data points) on eight piezochromic 

ANPs. Integration times are 3 - 50 s. Dashed lines are Gaussian fits to the histograms. e. Main electronic levels and transitions 

involved when considering piezochromic dual-wavelength emission. Wavy and dashed lines represent multi-phonon relaxation 

and cross-relaxation, respectively.   
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Discussion 

 The steep nonlinearity of the photon-avalanche process allows for the amplification of subtle 

interionic distance changes through numerous cycles of cross-relaxation, each of which scales inversely 

with distance to the sixth power and/or exponentially if Dexter ET is present. This, in addition to the high 

intrinsic quantum yield of ANPs,37 enables the detection of three orders of magnitude of force at any 

pump intensity utilized. Overall, we demonstrate that four or more orders of magnitude of force can be 

probed with the same single ANP by simply adjusting the pump intensity – allowing for remote multiple-

scale force sensing of nanoscale environments. 

The ability to transform a conventional UCNP into an ANP and back through the application and 

release of force, respectively, further highlights the strong dependence of the photon-avalanche 

mechanism on interionic distance and phonon energy. Only 400 nN of force are required to observe four-

fold emission increase at ambient conditions. Although emission intensity increase with pressure has been 

shown in previous hydrostatic pressure studies of lanthanide-doped UCNPs,68,73 an enhancement of 1.7x 

was observed at most, using orders of magnitude larger forces. Those changes in signal were attributed 

to modifications of the crystal field symmetry, as the NPs under study were of cubic-phase, and hence 

centro-symmetric in nature. Compression of hexagonal-phase NPs in those studies did not yield 

measurable increase in signal with pressure. Because the pre-ANPs in this study are hexagonal-phase NPs, 

we speculate that the observed changes rely more on interionic distance than on crystal field symmetry. 

As the interionic distance and phonon energy govern the degree of cross-relaxation between emitters – 

the main factor in photon avalanching – minute changes in the former will lead to substantial changes in 

signal intensity. These observations have led us to design mechanobrightening pre-ANPs, which are 

capable of detecting a wide range of forces, from 475 pN to 400 nN.   

 The piezochromic ANPs designed here offer force sensitivities an order of magnitude higher than 

the state of the art nanoscale ratiometric force sensors at ambient conditions.60,71 Yet pN-scale forces, 

easily detectable with pre-ANPs and ANPs, were not detected with piezochromic ANPs with the same 

experimental conditions (Fig. S18). We hypothesize that this is due to a different underlying mechanism 

behind the mechanochromism ratiometric change: While the record sensitivities of pre-ANPs and ANPs 

are highly dependent on the emitter-emitter interionic distance and photon-avalanche magnification, the 

sensitivity of piezochromic ANPs is mainly dependent on intra-ion energy relaxation, which depends more 

on the overall interionic distance of the host lattice ions.70 Once the latter is decreased by application of 
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force, the vibrational energy of the host lattice, and therefore the nonradiative relaxation rate between 

the 3F3 level and the 3H4 level, is increased, as seen in previous studies of lanthanide-doped NaYF4.
68,69,74 

To conclude, by leveraging the high nonlinearity offered by photon-avalanche, we design 

nanoscale, remotely controlled, NIR-input, NIR-output, high dynamic range, force sensors with force 

sensitivities falling within the previously inaccessible force range of all existing optical nanosensors.35,60 

Different modalities of readout (from mechanobrightening to mechanochromism), with different force 

resolutions (from pNs to nNs), can be utilized by choice of nanosensor Tm3+ concentration. The ability to 

remotely and accurately quantify local forces on these multiple scales will enable advances in both 

fundamental investigations and critical applications, allowing discovery and precision study of local 

mechano-induced processes and, ultimately, their quantification, nano-mapping of spatial distributions, 

and early detection of malfunction, in technological devices and physiology. 
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